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HCL Software’s cloud-native Digital Experience and Unica marketing 
platforms now on Google Cloud 

 
HCL Software and Google Cloud expand partnership, providing HCL customers a cost 

effective and highly scalable cloud deployment option. 
 
Noida, India, and Sunnyvale, CA, March 2, 2021 — HCL Technologies (HCL), a leading global 
technology company, and Google Cloud today announced the expansion of their strategic partnership 
to bring HCL Software’s Digital Experience (DX) and Unica Marketing cloud-native platforms to Google 
Cloud. The announcement follows the success of the initial Google and HCL Software Commerce 
partnership announced in June 2020.   
 
The Google Cloud offering provides customers a cost effective and highly scalable, secure and elastic cloud 
deployment option with global coverage that can support deployment of HCL’s DX, Unica and Commerce 
cloud-native platforms. DX’s cloud-native capabilities allow customers to deploy world-class, business-
critical solutions significantly faster than before. Organizations with the most complex customer marketing 
data depend on HCL’s integrated cloud-native Unica marketing platform to support their precision 
marketing at scale. The HCL Commerce cloud-native platform delivers innovative and engaging customer 
experiences that go beyond the transaction. 
 

“The collaboration between HCL Software and Google Cloud will deliver significant value for customers 

who want to deploy DX, Unica and Commerce from Google Cloud,” said Darren Oberst, Corporate Vice 

President and Head of HCL Software. “With the support of our global implementation business partners, 

we can quickly deliver comprehensive experiences to any audience, putting our clients in the best position 

to deploy and scale with Google’s Cloud and HCL’s cloud-native solutions.”  

 

HCL DX is used by a wide range of organizations, including financial services firms, healthcare providers 

and government agencies, to provide a secure and personalized business-critical digital experience that is 

built cloud-native at scale across their multiple channels both internally and externally. Users of HCL DX 

on Google Cloud can take advantage of the all-new Digital Asset Manager (DAM) and developer toolkits to 

drastically improve productivity. When integrated with Google’s Data Cloud and proven artificial intelligence 

(AI) capabilities, DX solutions provide actionable insights to help organizations deliver more relevant 

customer experiences. 

 
HCL Unica is used by many of the world’s most recognized financial services firms, healthcare providers, 
retail, telecom, and government agencies to provide secure and personalized business-critical multi-
channel experiences. Point-and-click integrations from Unica Link and over 780 APIs simplify even the most 
challenging integrations, driving business results quickly when run on Google Cloud. The Unica product 
roadmap includes integration to many of Google’s market-leading tools.  
 
“Businesses across industries, from healthcare to banking to retail, work with HCL DX and Unica to create 
stronger online experiences for their customers, employees, and partners,” said Avanish Sahai, Vice 
President, ISV and Application Partners at Google Cloud. “By bringing DX and Unica to Google Cloud, HCL 
Software can enrich these solutions with capabilities in AI, ML and analytics, and extend DX and Unica 
globally on our network. We’re excited to further expand our strategic partnership with HCL and look forward 
to supporting DX and Unica customers.”  
 
This latest announcement from HCL and Google Cloud expands on a deep partnership between the two 
companies to help organizations digitally transform. There are now three HCL customer experience 
products employing Google Cloud as a preferred cloud platform. HCL Commerce has seen solid success 

https://www.hcltech.com/


 

 

through this collaboration since its partnership with Google Cloud was announced in June 2020. Since then, 
several HCL Commerce customers from around the world have migrated to Google Cloud. With the addition 
of DX and Unica, HCL Software’s financial services, healthcare and government customers and agencies 
have the option to move to Google Cloud. In 2019, HCL and Google Cloud announced the launch of HCL’s 
Google Cloud Business Unit to accelerate enterprise cloud adoption worldwide. To support customers, 
HCL has established three dedicated Google Cloud Native Labs in New York, London and the New Delhi 
area. These labs provide business-focused design workshops to engage customers and develop IP and 
MVPs on Google Cloud across industries effectively and efficiently. 
 
“The HCL Google Cloud Ecosystem enables product collaboration across HCL Software and Google 
Cloud,” said Sanjay Singh, SVP & Global Head, HCL Google Ecosystem, HCL Technologies. “With the 
launch of HCL Digital Experience and Unica on Google Cloud, we continue to build on our portfolio of joint 
offerings to accelerate our customers’ digital transformation and drive a superior customer experience,”  
 
For more information on the HCL Software and Google Cloud Business Unit partnership, visit  DX and 

Unica 

About HCL Technologies  

HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade, today. HCL’s 
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, based on its deep-domain industry expertise, client-centricity and entrepreneurial 
culture of Ideapreneurship™, enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.  
 
HCL offers its services and products through three business units: IT and Business Services (ITBS), 
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS) and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to 
transform their businesses through offerings in the areas of applications, infrastructure, digital process 
operations and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and 
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering. P&P provides modernized 
software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements. Through its 
cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities and broad global network, HCL delivers holistic 
services in various industry verticals, categorized as Financial Services, Manufacturing, Technology and 
Services, Telecom and Media, Retail and CPG, Life Sciences and Healthcare, and Public Services. 
 
As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability, 
and education initiatives. For the 12 months ended December 31, 2020 HCL had consolidated revenue of 
US$ 10.02 billion. Its 159,682 Ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries. 
For more information, visit www.hcltech.com  
 

Forward–looking Statements  
Certain statements in this release are forward-looking statements, which involve a number of risks, 

uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those 

in such forward-looking statements. All statements, other than statements of historical fact are statements 

that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to the statements containing the 

words 'planned', 'expects', 'believes’,’ strategy', 'opportunity', 'anticipates', 'hopes' or other similar words. 

The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but are not limited to, risks and 

uncertainties regarding impact of pending regulatory proceedings, fluctuations in earnings, our ability to 

manage growth, intense competition in IT services, business process outsourcing and consulting services 

including those factors which may affect our cost advantage, wage increases in India, customer 

acceptances of our services, products and fee structures, our ability to attract and retain highly skilled 

professionals, our ability to integrate acquired assets in a cost-effective and timely manner, time and cost 

https://www.hcltechsw.com/dx/dx-on-gcp
https://blog.hcltechsw.com/unica/google-and-hcl-unica-collaborate-to-bring-vital-enterprise-marketing-management-to-the-cloud
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overruns on fixed-price, fixed-timeframe contracts, client concentration, restrictions on immigration, our 

ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for technology in our key focus areas, 

disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to successfully complete and integrate potential 

acquisitions, the success of our brand development efforts, liability for damages on our service contracts, 

the success of the companies /entities in which we have made strategic investments, withdrawal of 

governmental fiscal incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring 

companies outside India, and unauthorized use of our intellectual property, other risks, uncertainties and 

general economic conditions affecting our industry. There can be no assurance that the forward-looking 

statements made herein will prove to be accurate, and issuance of such forward-looking statements should 

not be regarded as a representation by the Company, or any other person, that the objective and plans of 

the Company will be achieved. All forward-looking statements made herein are based on information 

presently available to the Management of the Company and the Company does not undertake to update 

any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf of the Company. 

 
About Google Cloud 
 
Google Cloud provides organizations with leading infrastructure, platform capabilities and industry 
solutions. We deliver enterprise-grade cloud solutions that leverage Google’s cutting-edge technology to 
help companies operate more efficiently and adapt to changing needs, giving customers a foundation for 
the future. Customers in more than 150 countries turn to Google Cloud as their trusted partner to solve their 
most critical business problems.   
 
For further details, please contact: 
 

HCL Technologies 
 
Anne Coyle, US 
Anne.coyle@hcl.com  
 
Elka Ghudial, Europe 
Elka.ghudial@hcl.com  
 
Devneeta Pahuja, India and APAC 
Devneeta.p@hcl.com  
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